Fluoride is a Poison! Let's NOT Drink It . . .
www.ToxicDrinkingWater.org
FLUORIDE - Do you know where "fluoride" comes from?
Cities actually buy the stuff from coal plants and chemical manufacturers, where it would normally
have to be disposed of as a toxic waste chemical if it wasn't sold to towns and cities to be dumped
into the water supply. This fluoride byproduct of chemical processing is so toxic that it's a violation
of environmental laws to dump it into any river. Yet it's somehow perfectly legal to feed it to infants,
children, adults and senior citizens who are drinking from the public water supply. Interesting, huh?
It's so toxic that it kills fish, but dentists want your babies to drink it.

The Solution to Pollution is Not Dilution! Improve Nutrition and Oral Hygiene . . .to Prevent Dental Decay . . .

Sonoma County Board of Supervisors, in Northern California,
want to add Fluoride in OUR drinking water!
We would not purposely add arsenic to the water supply. And we would not purposely add lead. But
they want to add fluoride. The fact is that fluoride is more toxic than lead and just slightly less toxic
than arsenic.” --Dr. John Yiamouyianni
In 1969, the country of Sweden intended to fluoridate their water supply due to the strong advice of
Professor Yngve Ericsson, a Swedish dentist and representative of the World Health Organization
(WHO) and holder of two highly-profitable patents on fluoride toothpaste. A subsequent investigation disclosed that the WHO's studies simply didn't exist and Professor Ericsson's WHO report
lacked any basis in fact. Sweden thus remains non-fluoridated, to this day.

Fluoride is even more dangerous when combined with other metals such as aluminum causing serious health
issues that resemble Alzheimer's disease, dementia and kidney problems. In fact, the small amounts of fluoride
in water are incapable of killing germ in the mouth but they do gradually over time accumulate in the internal
organs – bones, teeth, thyroid, the brain.
By international law fluoride must be removed from fertilizer so that pastures, crops, sheep and cattle will not be
harmed, but our city council believes that we should process it through our bodies and kidneys.
If fluoridation were effective in preventing cavities, Native Americans would have the least cavities. They have
had forced fluoridation for approximately 62 years . . . and yet INCREASED tooth cavities in four large reliable
studies occurred.
Fluoride destroys 83 important enzymes as listed with references in the book Good Teeth, Birth to Death by
Gerard F. Judd, Ph.D. The effect is ruinous. It is a nerve poison and causes cavities. There is not the slightest
doubt.
Fluoride is mass medication and is illegal. You do not improve the dental health of children by giving them
poison.
The entire pro-fluoride argument lacks a single shred of scientific evidence showing any benefit whatsoever to
the mass consumption of the fluoride chemical. Essentially, the leaders in dentistry and medicine simply do not
question or worse, invented a myth about fluoride and dental health, then invested their careers without questioning those supporting adding poison to our water. Many continue to defend fluoridation. They cling onto the desperate defense of a myth, even as the scientific evidence clearly shows increased rates of hip fractures, fluorosis
and even cancer from fluoride consumption. Why would anyone want to poison our drinking water?
The claims about fluoride essentially make it a drug according to FDA regulations, yet this "drug" has never been
approved as a treatment or cure for dental caries by the FDA. Furthermore, can you think of any other drug that
is mass-medicated to the entire population with no diagnosis, no medical oversight and no patient follow-up
whatsoever? It's like dumping Prozac into the water supply and saying, "Everyone is depressed and needs their
brain chemistry balanced." A silly idea, of course, but it's essentially the same as dumping fluoride into the water
supply.
Fortunately, there are a growing number of informed dentists and doctors in the world. One of the leading organizations in this regard is the IAOMT. Watch their "Smoking Teeth" video if you want to learn the truth about mercury fillings, or read their Position on Fluoridation to hear what some dentists, in the know, have concluded
about mass fluoridation practices.

Your "IMMEDIATE ACTION" is REQUIRED, SHOW UP or SPEAK
UP to prevent the poisoning of OUR DRINKING WATER.
We must educate ourselves and others, and let everyone know what fluoride is! It's a poisonous waste product!
Speak up NOW, spread the word and let the water agency, health departments, city officials and everyone you
know that we will NOT allow poisonous fluoride to be added to our drinking water.
Download flyers from the website and spread the word to everyone you know . . .

Your Silence is Your Permission . . .
LEARN MORE

www.ToxicDrinkingWater.org

